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ABOUT THE TRIP

‘With You Every Step of the Way’ (all 12,079 miles!)
When I moved to my new school, I was looking for good, reputable theatre festivals. Brightspark’s National Performing Arts Festival at Walt Disney World® Resort was the clear choice. The customer service was fantastic. My students commented on how nice everyone was. I appreciated that the team worked for solutions and demonstrated a willingness to have a dialogue. That’s a rare quality.

Valuable Feedback
Hearing an audience laugh—from another culture—was so beautiful for my kids. The showcase, workshops and clinics were great experiences. The feedback from our judges and clinicians was fantastic. I rarely get solid, constructive criticism, and being spoken to as a director helped me grow and hone my craft. The feedback from others was helpful for my students as well. Receiving notes from someone other than their theatre teacher was a refreshing, positive experience.

Finding Community
My students loved being with other theatre kids. We stayed to watch the performances and connected with the students from other schools during the workshops. Making time in our day to see what everyone else was doing made my students’ world a little bigger.

Tee it up!
“Everyone wore the same t-shirt and jacket so it was easy to stay together as a group. This was particularly helpful in airports so we could get through lines together.”